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1.0 NEED AND ALTERNATIVE

1.1 INTRODUCTION

Manitoba Hydro’s primary statutory obligation is to meet the power supply needs
of Manitoba, and to do so as efficiently and reliably as altogether possible. The
environmental and financial costs alone make building more dams an inefficient
prospect. Nor are dams the answer to Manitob&s power problems. Building more dams
will not reduce the number of power outages due to weather-related or other emergent
cause. This is because it is the power transmission delivery portion of the Manitoba
Hydro infrastructure that is the vulnerability in the system. Ice storms, heavy snowfall,
and strong winds regularly down overhead transmission towers, causing ratepayers to
lose heat in the middle of winter. Nor does building more dams reduce the costly
transmission line loss in the inefficient overhead high voltage transmission lines. This
submission will set forth the urgent necessity of ensuring the most efficient and reliable
system for Manitoba’s ratepayers. The immense cost to the ratepayer of building 2 dams
is questionable without having adopted the alternative.

This submission will conclude that burying Manitoba Hydros high voltage power lines
that run from the dams in the north of our province southwards is the best alternative
for meeting our province’s needs. In arriving at its conclusion, the submission will
examine burying overhead high voltage transmission lines in terms of the costs and the
benefits of overhead and buried power lines, The submission will consider:

The need for the alternative project
• The Benefits and Costs of Overhead and Buried High Voltage Transmission Lines

A Future without more Dams



1.2 NEED FOR AND SCOPE OF PROJECT
1.2.1 A Brief Look at Manitoba Hydro’s Reliability and Efficiency Issues

Manitoba Hydro is statutorily bound’ to maximize power production reliability and efficiency

for Manitoba Hydro ratepayers as a precondition to developing new markets. Manitoba Hydro has

proceeded to adopt the costliest, least efficient means of generating the power supply required to

service new contractual obligations. Cost estimates for the Keeyask and Conawapa generating

stations have recently been projected at $17.2 billion and more, depending on whether the

transmission line to Minnesota is included in the cost estimate. These costs will be borne by

Manitoba Hydro ratepayers and will likely increase significantly before the construction of the

generating stations is completed. Manitoba Hydro has effectively ignored the purpose and object of

its statutory obligations to Manitoba ratepayers, as well as to the Manitoba public, at large.’ Since

Manitoba Hydros application seeks to expand new markets outside of Manitoba without first

maximizing power production reliability and efficiency within the province, Manitoba Hydros

proposed construction of the Keeyask and Conawapa generating stations do not meet Manitoba

Hydros statutory obligation. Manitoba Hydro has not acted in good faith in its application process

since it has negotiated contracts for the construction of the Keeyask generating station during the

Board’s current NFAT hearing process.4 Manitoba Hydro employees and management could be held

personally liable if it were established that Manitoba Hydro indeed did not act in good faith.’

The alternative of burying Manitoba Hydros high voltage overhead power transmission lines is

I The Manitoba Hydra ActS. C.CSM, c H190, and amendments thereto.
2 Bruce Owen, ‘Hydra Hikes Cost of Northern Dams” The carillon, 11 March 2014.
3 Chris Tatarvn, “Livng ‘Off the Grid’ becoming more popular n Manitoba” Westmon Journal, 3 July 2012.

4 Owen. supra.
5. The MOnitaba Hydra Act, su.ra, at Not.e 1.



much safer with none of the health, environmental, and economic costs which are imposed on

Manitobans by Manitoba Hydro’s overhead power transmission lines. The alternative of burying

Manitoba Hydro’s high voltage overhead power transmission lines maximizes power production

reliability and efficiency, thereby meeting Manitoba Hydros primary statutory obligation.

High voltage overhead power transmission lines are unsafe, unreliable and inefficient in

comparison to buried high voltage power lines for many reasons. We wilt discuss the categories of

safety, reliability, and efficiency in turn by examining the costs and benefits of overhead and buried

high voltage power transmission lines.

Safety

The safety of high voltage transmission lines is an important issue that involves great human

and economic costs. Overhead high voltage power transmission lines are subject to major safety

concerns that are largely minimized or eliminated completely when these same lines are buried.

Safety concerns are here divided into separate categories of health and infrastructure,

Health

Overhead high voltage power transmission lines are unsafe for the health of any living

organism. They are known to be the cause of several debilitating and fatal illnesses. The threat to

human, plant, and animal health from overhead high voltage power transmission lines is due mainly

to the very large electromagnetic field that surrounds overhead high voltage power transmission lines.

This electromagnetic field, which is indicated by its characteristic, constant hum, is also the lost power

which emanates into the atmosphere and is known as ‘line loss,” What follows is a brief summary of

some of the major health concerns of overhead high voltage power transmission lines. Of particular

note is that among the most convincing studies were those that were performed on electrical workers



whose overwhelming exposure to the electromagnetic field generated by overhead high voltage

power transmission lines made them reliable subjects. The health costs associated with overhead

high voltage power transmission lines are long4erm and immense. The costs involved in caring for

victims afflicted with serious and often fatal health issues associated with overhead high voltage

power transmission lines, are substantial costs to the province. Yet, these important costs have never

been calculated and attributed to Manitoba Hydro’s overhead high voltage power transmission lines.

A complete discussion about an alternative to building the Seeyask and Conawapa generating stations

must include the costs of Manitoba Hydro’s overhead high voltage power transmission lines on the

people of Manitoba, including the costs to Manitoba Health for providing care.

Leukemia

It has been shown that children are two to three times as likely to develop leukemia if they live

near overhead high voltage power transmission lines A further study showed this danger to extend

600 meters out from the overhead high voltage power transmission lines Another study showed a

causal link between electromagnetic fields from overhead high voltage power transmission lines and

childhood leukemia. As heartbreaking a reality as this is, electrical workers who work on the overhead

high voltage power transmission lines themselves, share similar increases in leukemia. One study

showed that one of the worst of cancers, bonemarrow cancer or acute myeloid leukemia, occurred in

electrical workers who were exposed to the electromagnetic field of overhead high voltage power

transmission lines Another study showed a link between leukemia and brain tumours in electrical

workers Yet another study showed a fully two4old increase in the overall incidence of leukemia

6 Fact Sheet #2a “High Voltage Power Lines & Leukemia (19791983 studies)” (Wertheimer and Leeper 1979), (Feychting
and AMbom 1993).

7 Fact Sheet #2c “High Voltage Power Lines & Leukemia 1999-20c5 Studies) (Draper et al 2005).
S Supra, (Coggan, et al. 1985), (Juuti!ainen eta!. 1990).
9 Supra. (Tynes et a!. 1992).
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among electrical workers working on overhead high voltage power transmission lines) These studies

are a result of the increased focus on electromagnetic fields and leukemia. One of the major

comprehensive cancer studies done involved Ontario electrical workers. In that study, researchers

came to the conclusion that electrical workers had a rate of leukemia that was 4.3 to 5.5 times the

expected rate for leukemia, depending on the electrical workers level of exposure to electromagnetic

fields.

Brain Cancer

Occupational exposure to electromagnetic fields has been shown to lead to a four-fold

increase in the risk of brain cancer that could be directly linked to exposure to electromagnetic fields.

Another study showed 10.3 times the expected incidence of brain cancer (astrocytoma) among male

electrical workers who were exposed to electromagnetic fields as part of their occupations)

Other Cancers

Children of fathers employed in occupations associated with electromagnetic field exposure

were two to twelve times as likely to contract cancers of the nervous and hormone systems

(neuroblastomas). ‘ Children have also been found to be twice as vulnerable to cancers in areas

where overhead high voltage power transmission lines were visible.’5

AlzheimertsDisease and Dementia

In further studies done on electrical workers to study Alzheimer’s disease and dementia, the

risk of Alzheimers disease for men was 4.9 times the expected and for women the same risk was 2.4

10 Supra, (Milham 1982, 1985) (Savitz and CaIle 1987, Milham 1997).
11 Fac.t Sheet #.2b “Htgh Voltage Power Unes & Leukemia. (19934999 st.ud.ies’ (Miller et al. 1996).
12 Fact Sheet NSa “High Voltage Power Unes & Cancers (19824991 Studies)” (Speers et al. 1988).
13 Supro, (Mack et aL 1991),
14 Supra, (Spitz and Johnson 1985).
15 Supfa, (Tornenius et at. 1986).



times the expected. ‘ A further study suggested that electromagnetic fields cause the human DNA

strand to break, bringing about the onset of Alzheimer’s diseaseY

Electric Shock and Overhead High Voltage Power Transmission Lines

Overhead high voltage power transmission lines can energize nearby metal objects and

structures, particulady during lightning storms)2 People and animals who are nearby are vulnerable

to fatal electric shock from the induced currents in nearby metal objects and structures)2 One study

showed that electrical workers are especially vulnerable to electric shock; their mortality rate from

electric shock was ten (10) times the rate of the general popuIation.’

Health Issues of Buried High Voltage Power Transmission tines

Buried, or underground, high voltage power transmission lines pose little or no health risk*

This has been shown to be for because the soil shields the electromagnetic fields which are normally

associated with overhead high voltage power transmission lines. The buried lines can be placed closer

together because there is no danger that high winds would cause the lines to make contact with each

other and thereby short circuit and cause costly power outages)2 This allows the buried lines to take

advantage of the “phase cancellation” phenomenon which significantly reduces the electromagnetic

fields by redirecting the power that emanates into the atmosphere from overhead high voltage power

transmission lines, back into the lines.

Electromagnetic field measurements have been made and compared between overhead and

16 Fact Sheet 3 “High Voltage Power Lines. Aizheirners Disease and Dementia” (Sobel et al. 1995).
17 Suprc, (Lal and Singh 1997).
18 88.ct Sh.eet#22 “Efect.ric Shock arid Hlg:h Voftag.e Power Lines” (NACE internati.d•nal 2005).
19 Supra, Note 19.
20 Spro, (Johansen and Olsen 1938).
21 Wes Kefler, “Report Shows No Health Dangers from Proposed Underground Power Lines” Orangeville Citizen 15

November 2012,
22 A phenomenon known as phase cancellation
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buried high voltage power transmission iines. These measurements have shown that the

electromagnetic field level above a buried 240kV line was about onehalf of the electromagnetic field

strength of a 240kV overhead line at ground level. Furthermore, the buried electromagnetic field

extended out only about 5 meters from the buried line, whereas electromagnetic fields from

overhead high voltage power transmission lines extend outwards between 400 and 600 meters.

Infrastructure

Downed overhead high voltage lines and towers are major safety concerns. Aside from their

immediate danger to people and property as the result of a severe storm, prolonged outages are

particularly dangerous for frail and otherwise vulnerable people. After a major storm where over

300,000 households were without power for an extended period over Christmas, 2013, Toronto City

Councilior Joe Mihevc argued for burying Torontos overhead high voltage power transmission lines

over a 20 year period. Stating that “the cost of these kinds of storms needs to be a part of the

calculation,” CounciUor Mihevc proposed altering the cost/benefit calculation for burying overhead

high voltage power transmission lines. He cited the citys dependance on Hydro infrastructure and

emergency preparedness as reasons for burying overhead high voltage power transmission lines.’4

In October 2012, several thousand Manitoba Hydro customers were without power for several

days when a snowstorm hit southeastern Manitoba25A further 8,000 Manitoba Hydro customers

were without power on 1 April 2013 due to a short circuit on the overhead high voltage power

transmission lines for the second time in two days caused by fresh snowfall and dirt buildup on the

lines.25 None of these outages would have occurred had these overhead high voltage power

23 http //retaste sordpress com/2012/11/lS/no heafrh dangers tb undergrou’d hnes/
24 Joe Mihevc, “Lessons from Toronto’s ice Storm” Toronto Star, 30 December 2013.
25 COC News, “Power Outage Repairs Conbnue” 6 October 2012.
26 CBC News, “Power Outage Hits 8,000 Hydro Customers, Again” 1 Apni 2013,



transmission lines been buried.

Overhead high voltage power transmission lines are unsafe for helicopters and air balloons.

Recently, a helicopter inspecting overhead high voltage power transmission lines snagged a power line

and crashed, killing three people!7 This is but one instance of this danger to aircraft. The attached

compilation of aircraft accidents caused by overhead high voltage power transmission lines provides a

sobering picture of this real and ever-present danger to aircraft.’3

Line Maintenance

Overhead high voltage power transmission lines require dangerous maintenance procedures

which buried high voltage power transmission lines do not require. Overhead high voltage power

transmission line maintenance is one of the most dangerous occupations that there is. Manitoba

Hydra published the procedure it uses to dc-ice these lines in the aftermath of an ice storm. The

procedure involves inducing a short in the lines with the heat generated from the short de-icing the

lines. This procedure is touted by Manitoba Hydra as an improvement over its previous procedure

which involved hoisting linemen up in the frigid winter where temperatures can dip to -40 degrees to

strike the lines with wooden sticks to break the ice!’

A further problem with line maintenance is simply the danger which linemen face every day in

the course of their occupation. Linemen are suspended on towers ranging between 33 and 47 meters

above the ground’° working on live power lines. Often, the linemen work with a helicopter,3’a

27 Huff Post News Helicopter Crash Kills 3 After Aircraft Snags Power Line In Colorado” 28 January 2014,
2f. REI•.A. comp:iiat.ion of aircraft and hot air balloon. acc.i.c.ients caused by Cuerhea..d High ‘dOftage Power ‘ftans•mission Li.nes

http://retasitefileswordpress.comf2013/09/airplane helicopter-and-hot-air-balloon-aecidents-due-tooverhead
power-iines2.pdf

29 Robert Lapka, “Manitoba Hydra Mitigates Ice issue on Power Lines” TransmLcsion & Distribution World,
1 November 2012.

30 htt:/fwwwhvdromb.ea/cororate/faciiities/ts.nebonshtmi
31 Videos of linemen doing maintenance on overhead high voltage power transmission lines:

https:/Jwww,youtube.cam/watch ?v=kh8Zu5OArnO
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dangerous combination that has resulted in injury and death to linemen and helicopter pilots.

Finally, linemen are constantly exposed to the electromagnetic fields generated by overhead high

voltage power transmission lines which leads to such fatal diseases as bone marrow cancer and brain

cancer.

Reliability

Harsh Weather Conditions

The reliability of overhead high voltage power transmission lines involves another high cost

which must be calculated. The best reliability for the delivery of power to Manitoba Hydros

ratepayers, and thus compliance with Manitoba Hydro’s statutory obligation, can only occur with

buried high voltage power transmission iines.

Overhead high voltage power transmission lines are subject to extremely harsh weather

conditions during the relatively long Manitoba winter. as wet! as severe summer thunderstorms.

These weather conditions result in periodic power outages due to downed Hydro lines, leaving

thousands of Manitobans without power for often days at a time.3S As storms become more violent

due to climate change, these costs associated with power outages will increase. Last 0ecembe 2013,

just before Christmas, the ice storm that struck Central and Atlantic Canada left over 440,800 people

without power for days including 380,000 people in Ontario, 3,800 people in New Brunswick, 45,000

people in Quebec and 12,000 in Nova Scotia. The main cause of these power outages was overhead

high voltage power transmission lines.36 Had these lines been buried, even though trees might have

32 Supra, Note 25.
33 Supra, Notes 9, 10.
34 Supra, Note 1.
35 “Snowstorm Wallops Southern Manitoba, Offers Relief in Wildfire Fight,” civ Winnipeg, 3 October 2012; rara

Schroeder “Storm S.lams Mar...itoha wlth Power Outag.s.s Flooding’ GioboI.New, 26 June 201.3; CT\f Winnipeg, “Storm
Knocks Out Power for Thousands; Some Residents Likely without Power through Weekend”,

35 CCC News “ice, Snow Storm hits Central and Atlantic Canada” 22 December 2013, and “ice Storm Knocks Out Power to
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been downed, power would not have been severed to these households, hospitals, schools, traffic

signals, and everything people depend on in their daily lives, and all this over the Christmas holiday.

Another major ice storm hit over tS million homes in Quebec and 230,000 homes in Ontario

in January 1998. The Hydra-Quebec power grid was crippled for 33 days in mid-winter. Over 1,000

overhead high voltage transmission towers collapsed and 46 people died as a result of a lack of

heating and other causes resulting from people trying to build fires to keep warm. HydroQuebecs

repair costs were estimated at $800 million and another $2 billion in upgrades to prevent similar

future damage37 Instead of repairing and upgrading the overhead lines, HydroQuebec could have

spent the $2.8 billion on burying the overhead high voltage transmission lines and these outages and

deaths would have been prevented in future.

Geomagnetic Storms

In addition to their vulnerability to harsh weather conditions, overhead high voltage power

transmission lines are also subject to outages from geomagnetic storms. These storms are caused by

solar flares from the sun that release charged particles and electrons which induces powerful

electrical currents in the ground. As a result of a geomagnetic storm in March 1989, over 6 million

Hydra-Quebec customers were without power for 9 hours, at a cost of $10 million to Hydro-Quebec

and a cost to HydroQuebec ratepayers that has been estimated in the tens of millions of dollars

Vandalism

Overhead high voltage power transmission line reliability is subject to vandalism. One story

has a man stranded in the bush in Saskatchewan taking an axe to power poles in the hope that

Thousands in Nova Scotia” 23 December 2013.
37 Fact Sheet #15 ‘High Voltage Power Line Safety and Reliability’ (TV 2008)
38 Fact Sheet #15 “High Voltage Power Line Safety and Reliability” (Wikipedia 2009), “March 1989 Geomagnetic Storm”

Wikipedia.: htq:./Jen.,wiki.pe..di.a.orgJwiki/Soiarcc.ie22
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SaskPower crews would respond and rescue him, SaskPower ratepayers in the area were without

power for 2 days.3

Efficiency

Buried high voltage power transmission lines are safer and more reliable than overhead high

voltage power transmission lines, Furthermore, buried lines are more efficient than overhead lines.

Increased efficiency is crucial to meeting Manitoba Hydros statutory obligation to Manitoba Hydro

Ratepayers. This is because it is through becoming more efficient, that the alternative to bury

Manitoba Hydros overhead high voltage power transmission lines has value where the proposed

Keeyask and Conawapa generating stations are by comparison massively inefficient in terms of

production cost and ongoing maintenance.

The European Example

Europe is at the forefront of the modern technology utilized to bury overhead high voltage

power transmission lines. Several European countries are in various stages of burying overhead high

voltage power transmission lines. Perhaps the example with the most dramatic impact is that of

Germany. This, the world’s fourth largest economy and the leading economic powerhouse of Europe,

undertook a program to bury its overhead high voltage power transmission lines.4L Today, Germany,

despite being a highly industrialized nation of 80 million people and making the attendant demands

on its power grid that such a nation requires,1experiences on average 21 minutes per year of outages

to its power grid.4 This incredible result has been achieved by burying the great majority of

Germany’s tow and medium voltage power transrnisson lines. Germany is in the process of burying

39 ‘Stranded man cuts power poles to draw attention” CBC News, 31 M.ay 2010.
40 David Fwrn “Why we should bury the power lines” Responsible Power 13 February 2014 as adapted.

htt.p://i’espon.siblepo.warcaf20i4/c.2/15/whywes’ouid er1ine
41 http:/fen .wikipediaorg/wiki/Dernographicsof Germany
42 Supra.
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its high voltage lines, but unlike Manitoba where our overhead high voltage power transmission lines

are the weak link in the Manitoba Hydro distribution chain, Germany is largely an urban nation, and

most of its lines that needed burying are in urban areas. Furthermore, Germany does not have

Manitobas relatively harsher winters and high winds which together combine to wreck havoc on

Manitoba Hydro’s overhead high voltage power transmission lines.

Another example is that of Iceland. In a comprehensive report prepared by a Canadian

engineering consulting firm for the Icelandic Environment Association (LANDVERND),’ the authors

concluded that:

“Based on the life-cycle cost estimate provided in this report, it is evident that burying

transmission lines is a financially viable choice for long term return on investment, This option has

other benefits such as enhanced safety, lower environmental impact, aids in the maintenance of

Iceland’s natural habitat and may support the growth of the tourism industry. When evaluating

options, such as these that are discussed in the report, it is important to consider all life-cycle costs

and not only initial construction costs. Only then can a true comparison be made.’”

This report also found that the realistic life-cycle cost of buried high voltage power

transmission lines is 1.2 times that of overhead high voltage power transmission lines for 220kV lines

and 1.04 times for 132kv lines.4 These current, up-to-date cost estimates include initial construction

costs and estimated maintenance costs over the projected 60 year life of the lines. This longer term

life-cycle for buried lines is made possible with the newly developed XLPE (cross-linked polyethelene)

insulated cables which are reported as “essentially maintenance free till they faiL4b XLPE cables have

43 METScO Energy Solutions Cornpanson of Underground and Overhead Transrnssion Options in Iceland (132 and
220kv) November 2013.

44 Supro. p.23.
45 Supro, p. 18 Table 8.
46 S0pra, p. 13; Figure 8, p. 14..



a maximum operating temperature of 80 to qo degrees Celsius, with an emergency operating

temperature of approximately 130 degrees Celsius.4 of While this report did not evaluate the life-

cycle costs of the higher voltage lines that Manitoba Hydro utilizes, the life-cycle costs of these lines

can be studied in a future report commissioned by this Board.

Transmission Loss

Transmission loss is the generated power that is lost during transmission in overhead high

voltage power transmission lines. Because of the way overhead high voltage power transmission lines

must be constructed, they cause a significant transmission loss as a normal part of their operation.

Aside from being a tremendous waste of generated power overhead high voltage power transmission

line loss is a major cost to a utility. A comprehensive calculation of the generated transmission loss

for Manitoba Hydra’s overhead high power transmission lines is currently unavailable. However, there

is data for such loss on the Alberta Interconnected Electrical System (AlES) available from the province

of Alberta through the Alberta Electric System Operator (AESO). In the year 2008, the estimated

transmission loss from high voltage overhead transmission lines in Alberta was 2./2 IWHr which cost

Alberta utilities $220.3 million. The transmission loss to the system was calculated by subtracting the

metered energy delivered and exported from the system, from the metered energy delivered and

imported to the system.

Europacable

Europacabie is the European cable industry association that represents 85% of Europe’s cable

manufacturers.48 European cable manufacturers have considerable experience in burying overhead

high voltage power transmission lines. European governments and utilities support burying as a major

47 Supro. p. 14.
48 http://www europacable corn/about rnain/abouthtrnl



component of increasing the reliability and efficiency of Europe’s power transmission. Europeans

have taken the lead in reducing the cost of burying in relation to overhead high voltage power

transmission lines. The most recent figures show that the cost of installing underground cables in

Europe has been reduced from 2 to 3 times the initial installation cost of overhead lines to

approximately 13 times the initial installation cost of overhead lines.49 Equally significant is that the

new XLPE cables are virtually maintenance-free until replacement over their operational lifespan,

which is currently estimated to be 40 years.° That lifespan could indeed be longer as the XIPE cables

accumulate a longer operational history and more accurate determinations of their operational

lifespan can be made. Utilizing these maintenance-free cables means that the electrical workers who

were previously assigned to maintain them will no longer be exposed to the highly cancerous

Electromagnetic fields which overhead high voltage power transmission lines generate. Furthermore,

the footprint of the area required by overhead high voltage power transmission lines will be drastically

reduced’ Property values in the vicinity of the previous overhead high voltage power transmission

lines will increase as a result, which will enhance the province’s tax base.

Aesthetics

Nobody can deny that overhead high voltage power transmission lines are unsightly and ugly.

They run the length of our province like giant scars that tear out Manitoba’s natural beauty for their

right-of-way. They mar our magnificent prairie sunsets and destroy our rare boreal forests. They deny

farmers land that can be used to produce crops and they deny us all the recreational space that is our

birthright. The incalculable aesthetic cost to our province of overhead high voltage power

49 Eu.ropa.cabie, “A:n introduction. to Hi..gh Voltage D.irect Current. (HVDC) Unde.rground C.ahies,’ BrusseLs, 10 October 2.01.1.
50 Suprn, at page 9.
51 Supra, t pages 68.
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transmission lines includes costs to our tourism businesses and to our province’s property values.

These costs will be greatly mitigated, ii not eliminated entirely, by burying these hideous and

dangerous monstrosities

1.3 Recommendations

Based upon the evidence presented, I recommend that the Public Utilities Board of the

province of Manitoba commission a study to determine the following:

• Whether the building of the Keeyask and Conawapa dams violates Section 2 of The

Manitoba Hydro Act, CC.S,M. c. H190, and amendments thereto;

• Whether the entering into contracts by Manitoba Hydro to acquire materials and

services towards the building of the Keeyask and Canawapa dams violates the intent

and purpose of this Needs For and Alternatives To hearing and to determine the

consequences and penalties to Manitoba Hydro of entering into such contracts prior to

receiving approval from this august Board to build the Keeyask and Conawapa darns;

• The transmission loss over the past 10 years of Manitoba Hydro’s overhead high voltage

power transmission lines extending from their point of transmission to their point of

termination.

• The ongoing costs over the operational life of Manitoba Hydro’s overhead high voltage

power transmission lines including estimated transmission loss costs, maintenance

costs, losses in income to Manitoba Hydro from power outages, losses to the province

of Manitoba from lower property and other taxes as a result of Manitoba Hydro’s high

voltage power transmission lines, costs to Manitoba Health from the damage to the

15



health of Manitoba Hydro electrical workers who maintain Manitoba Hydro’s overhead

power transmission lines as well as to the health of the general population;

The aesthetic costs of Manitoba Hydro’s overhead high voltage power transmission

lines;

The environmental costs of Manitoba Hydro’s overhead high voltage power

transmission lines;

• The costs of burying Manitoba Hydro’s overhead high voltage power transmission lines

from their point of generation to their point of termination utilizing experts in the field

from Alberta and Europacable with experience in determining such costs.

Finall I recommend the Public Utilities Board of the province of Manitoba to hold a hearing to review

the commissioned findings and to make a ruling that is in the best interests of Manitoba Hydros

ratepayers and in the best interests of the province of Manitoba as to whether to accept the

Alternative of burying Manitoba Hydros overhead high voltage power transmission lines to building

the Keeyask and/or Con awapa dam(s).

Respectfully Submitted,

Gerhard P. Randel, B.A. (Hons.) LL.B.

14 May 2014
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Loss Factors - High Level Process Review

• Generators and opportunity services pay for losses on the Alberta Interconnected
Electrical System (AlES). Information at www.aeso,ca Transmission >Loss
Factors

• Annual loss costs are $240 million (based on 2009 estimate of —2,759
GW.hr’&year of losses)

• Generators, loads, and major transmission enhancements affect losses
• The Transmisiori Regulation, 2004 (updated in 2007) require transmission

connected generators, Industrial Systems Designations, Demand Opportunity
Service, Import and Export Service pay for losses. ISD’s are determined at a single
Point of InterconnectIon.

• Total sy8tem losses are calculated by subtracting metered energy delivered from the
system (PODs and exports) from metered energy delivered to the system (P05 and
imports)

• Loss Factors are determined through the ‘50% Area Load, Corrected R Matrix’
methodology

• Principles of Loss Factors — please see ‘Loss Factor Principles’, below
• Loss factors (and a fifth year nonbinding loss factor) are calculated annually.
• Loss factor process is based on ISO Rule - the latest Rule is located at www.aeso.ca
• Best information possible for the loss factors regarding a new project will result in

best estimate of a loss factor (and of course the best overall interconnection)
• Loss factor estimates will be produced based on: an interconnection proposal, an

STS level, and an ISD. A final loss factorwill be provided by the AESO - invoicing
starts after energization

• A final loss factor will be developed in the year prior to your interconnection in-service
date

• A quarterly ‘calibration factor as per the rransmissic,n Regulation will be applied
• The purpose of the ‘calibration factor’ is to act as an adjustment to loss factors to

ensure that the actual cost of losses is reasonably recovered through charges and
credIts under the ISO tariff on an annual basis.

Loss Factor Principles

1. The loss factor methodology shall produce results that are accurate, repeatable, and
predictable,

2. The loss factor methodology should provide a long-term generation siting signal,
3. Assigned loss factors must be a single number at each location,
4. Loss factors can be changed in less than one year if the AESO determines that a

system change or upgrade materially changes the line losses,
5. Loss factors must apply for a palod of not less than one year and not more than five

years (to increase accuracy, the AESO is utilizing an annual calculation of loss
factors),

& Loss factors must be representative of the impact on system losses by each
generator, group of generators,

7. NormalIzed toss factors shall not exceed 12% system average losses for charges
and 12% system average losses for credits,

8. A calibration factor under the ISO tariff will ensure that the actual cost of losses is
reasonably recovered on an annual basis,
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9. The methodology for determining loss factors shall incorporate the best technical
solution to meet the requirements of the regulation,

10. Lose factors will be niae publicly available,
11. The new loss factor methodology was effective January 1, 2006 (subject to further

Regulation), and
12. Access to the Loss Factor Methodology was provkied in 2006.

For moie information on loss factors, the calibration factor, or annual losges, please email
lossfaotoraeso.ca.
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Loss Factors - High Level Process and Information

Loss Factor & Calibration Data Innut
Factor Calculation Chart F

0 Forecasted Loss and Loss Factor
Customer Volumes from GTA

• Actual Loss Factor Customer
Volumes (STS, DOS, lOS and
EOS) from TSS

• Actual Loss Volumes, loss cost
and revenue and billing data from
Settlement & Risk

• Pool price, hourly load and loss
forecast from Market Services

• Base Case, Project MPID from
Technical Services

• Transmission Planning from
System. Planning

• Project Information from
Engineering

Preliminary Loss Factor
Data In put

• Project Information such as STS
amount, ln-Service-Da12, Type of
Generation from Engineering
Group

• Interconnection scheme from
Planning Group

• Interconnection IDEV from
Technical Group
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An Introduction to High Voltage 
Direct Current (HVDC) 

Prepared by Europacable 

Brussels, 10 October 2011 
  































 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Comparison of Underground 
and Overhead Transmission 

Options in Iceland 
Prepared by Metsco Energy Solutions 

November 2013 
  



















































 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Manitoba Hydro Act 
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